
Address

Telephone

Opening Hours

Admission fee

Availability of Parking

URL

Yumoto Kenban 694 Yumoto, Hakonemachi, Ashigarasimo-gun, Kanagawa-ken

03 (6869) 0747  Reception 11:00-21:30

Every Tue, Wed, Fri, Sat, and Sun, Part1 12:00-12:40 Part2 13:00-13:40 Part3 14:00-14:40 Evening performance 20:30-21:30

￥2,000 (1 drink and free gift included)

Unavailable

https://www.meetgeisha.jp/en （English)

Recommended Season

Barrier Free Information

Access
All year

5 min. walk from Hakone-Yumoto 

Station (Hakone Tozan Line) 

This event is held at ""Yumoto 

Kenban"", which was renovated in a TV 

show ""Daikaizo!!! Gekiteki Before 

After"" in 2011. You can upload the 

pictures and video of the even on SNS.

Selling point

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Oimo Daigakumae
"Hakone Oimo Daigakumae" 
is a place where you can taste 
delicious sweet potatoes 
from all over Japan. This 
sweet potato station is 
located in the 
Hakone-Yumoto Station and 
has many types of sweets that 
are great for eating around.

Hakone-Yumoto Hot Spring District
Hakone-Yumoto is one of the 
most famous tourist areas in 
Japan with 1200 years of 
history. It is the entrance of 
Hakone Hot Spring Village. 
There are about 40 inns and 
many places to shop for 
souvenirs.

Slope for wheelchair are available.

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

It is the only "participating type" event show in Hakone that you can experience "the traditional 
culture in Hakone". It is a 5-minute walk from Hakone-Yumoto Station. You can listen to the 
cheerful talk and watch beautiful dancing of Hakone Geisha Group at "Yumoto Kenban" where 
people cannot come in normally. You can experience geisha entertainment where you can 
win gifts so the whole family and women can enjoy it. This is a place where you can have 
experience and make memories of "good tradition" unique to Hakone in a new way.

This information is as of January 2021. 242

＊The information may be changed. Please check their website for detail.
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